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SUMMARY: CyberTools has updated the HOLD logic to better manage HOLDs among identical items. 

When an item is returned, if it does not have a HOLD but an identical item has a HOLD, then the 

identical item's oldest HOLD is automatically transferred to the newly returned item. The newly 

returned item then becomes a HOLD WAITING for the next patient patron who is waiting for the item to 

become available.  

DETAILS: Items with holds now balance their patron queues. When an item is returned and a patron 

has a HOLD REQUEST for that very same item, then that item's status is changed to HOLD WAITING for 

that patron rather than AVAILABLE for all patrons. If more than one patron has a HOLD REQUEST for the 

same item then the queue is sorted by date and time of the HOLD REQUEST:  the oldest HOLD REQUEST 

becomes HOLD WAITING when the item is returned. This logic has been in place for a long time and is 

unchanged. The problem with this logic in the past was that when a work had more than one identical 

item (items with the same values for volume, issue/edition, year, location, and circulation class) with 

HOLD REQUESTs, then one item's HOLDs could be completely fulfilled while another item's HOLDs could 

stagnate due to an overdue.  

This problem is now solved. Now when an item is returned, if it does not have its own patron HOLD 

REQUEST, the item is compared to all other items attached to the same work. If an identical item is 

found with a HOLD REQUEST, then the identical item's oldest HOLD REQUEST is CANCELLED but a HOLD 

REQUEST is made on the newly returned item on behalf of the same patron. Finally the newly returned 

item automatically becomes HOLD WAITING for the requesting patron. The details of these multiple 

transactions are fully explained here because they will be observed in the report CIRCULATION TRACE.  


